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NAREIM is the industry association dedicated to the business 
of real estate investment management. Founded in 1990, 
NAREIM today represents real estate investment 
management firms with combined assets under 
management of more than $2.5 trillion.  

For more than 30 years, NAREIM has focused on 
organizational management strategy and best practices, 
delivering its value to members through benchmarking 
research and peer networking.  

We are deliberately a small association to ensure truly 
candid conversations — and idea sharing — among peers, 
across our functional groups. You want to know how best to 
grow and scale your business. You want to know how your 
peers are doing the same. NAREIM is the place where those 
conversations take place.  



Member community
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NAREIM members represent a diverse group of real estate 
investment management professionals, organizations and 
strategies.

US + Asia
(1%)

US + Europe
(7%)

US + 
Europe +

Asia
(26%)

US-only
(66%)

Multimanager
(2%)

Allocator
(49%)

Vertical
(49%)

Debt only
(4%)

Debt & equity
(51%)

Equity only
(45%)

Specialized
(20%)

Diversified 
(two or more

property types)
(80%)

Top 3 sectors by AUM: 

1. Industrial 
2. Residential 
3. Office

Top 3 sectors by # of managers: 

1. Residential 
2. Industrial 
3. Office

TYPE OF MEMBERS

OF SPECIALIZED MANAGERS, THE TOP 3 SECTORS ARE

(as of January 2023)

$2.5tn 
NAREIM members have 

$2.5tn in collective 
gross AUM

$7bn 
The median AUM 

of a NAREIM 
member is $7bn

105 
NAREIM has  

105 corporate 
member firms



NAREIM

Delivering value for members through meetings & 
networking, benchmarking research and thought leadership. 



Meetings & networking
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Each year, NAREIM delivers to every professional, at each of our member firms, the ability to 
participate in in-person and virtual meetings across 12 distinct functional groups. 

NAREIM’s functional groups cover the following functions:  

 
• Acquisitions 
• Architecture & Engineering 
• Asset Management 
• Capital Raising & IR 
• Data & Information Management 
• DEI 

• Executive Officer 
• Legal, Compliance & Risk 
• Marketing & Communications  
• Portfolio Management 
• Sustainability 
• Talent Management

Our meeting format is centered around 
small breakout group collaborative 
sessions where members:  

• Review live case studies from  
fellow members.  

• Evaluate solutions, live and together, 
during breakout groups and  
roundtable activities. 

• Report back and share best practices 
with the peer group to be applied in  
the short, medium and longer term. 

To see the latest meeting and networking 
schedule, visit: nareim.org/event

NAREIM is a small association for a reason — so you can 
candidly talk and network with your peers in the industry.

BECOMING A MEMBER 

https://www.nareim.org/event


Making sense of data to drive enterprise research growth 
and investment returns through real estate investment 
management benchmarking and best practices.

Each year, NAREIM produces four enterprise benchmarking research reports in partnership 
with Ferguson Partners.

Benchmarking research
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Member pulse surveys  

NAREIM provides members the opportunity to ask peers questions on pressing organizational 
issues. Recent member polls and surveys include tech and innovation budgets,  
DEI vendor due diligence, WFH, benefits and travel perks, and treasury management.

NAREIM research is not for sale. Research is available to participating NAREIM members only.

Compensation 

The only industry survey providing over 400+ pages of individual 
position compensation reports, including base, bonus, long-term 
incentives, promote/carry, co-investment and benefits within 
real estate investment management, and the detailed 
compensation of 120+ different positions.  

Released annually in September.

Global Management 

The only industry benchmarking survey with over 65+ 
individual data points broken down by AUM and risk strategy 
covering strategic, organizational, financial and operational 
best practices.  
 

Released annually in July.

DEI 

The only corporate industry benchmark for DEI metrics and best 
practices in commercial real estate globally tracking diversity 
across gender and ethnicity across seniority and job functions 
globally, as well as DEI program strategies and practices. 
Produced in collaboration with NCREIF, RealPAC, PREA and ULI.  

Released biennially in January.

Defined Contribution 

Benchmarking research focused on defined contribution capital 
raising, liquidity requirements, organizational and structuring 
best practices. Produced in collaboration with the Defined 
Contribution Real Estate Council.  
 

Released annually in September.

A comprehensive study of DC 
capital raising, structuring and 
enterprise benchmarking metrics 
in the real estate investment 
management industry

THE
DEFINED CONTRIBUTION 
SURVEY

2022

GLOBAL REAL 
ESTATE DEI 

SURVEY 

2022
A survey of diversity, equity and inclusion practices and  



Job Fair, Resume Book 

NAREIM members can connect directly with hundreds of real estate and business undergraduate 
and graduate students from across the US through the NAREIM Job Fair, Resume Book and the 
Jeff Barclays Fellows program. 

NAREIM Jeff Barclay Fellows Program  

Named after the late Jeff Barclay, former NAREIM chairman, CIO of Clarion Partners and head of 
Goldman Sachs’ real estate group, the NAREIM Jeff Barclay Fellows award is given to five 
outstanding graduate students each year. The program affords a unique learning and networking 
opportunity to attend the fall Executive Officer meeting, as well as other NAREIM functional 
meetings through the year, and the chance to be published in Dialogues magazine. 

Peer group database 

Members can directly reach out to their peers through attendee lists shared after each in-
person and virtual meeting, as well as through the NAREIM member directory. 

Meeting takeaways  

NAREIM also produces takeaway reports from meetings and promotes members at external 
industry events and with media publications. 

Dialogues  

Members are invited to contribute thought-leadership articles to NAREIM’s biannual magazine. 
Dialogues is published and distributed in association with IREI, a B2B publication distributed to 
more than 8,000 real estate investment professionals.

Members have the opportunity to contribute articles to 
NAREIM’s magazine, contact peers and nurture the next 
generation of real estate talent.

Thought leadership 
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A SUPPLEMENT TO INSTITUTIONAL REAL ESTATE AMERICAS, MAY 2021

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE Retail’s future in omni- 
channel and as a service How to boost NOI with  

building technology Solving food production and 

environment issues with CEA

Building on  HEALTH &  WELL-BEING  in 2021

Doing D&I 
purposefully  & effectively

Doing D&I 
purposefully  & effectively

A SUPPLEMENT TO INSTITUTIONAL REAL ESTATE AMERICAS, NOVEMBER 2020

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE 

Taking advantage of middle-income housing opportunities 

How to use data to modernize your CRE portfolio for long-term resilience Developing educational tools to mitigate climate risks

DIVERSIFICATION 

AND CAPITAL RAISING

ON THE RISE
But at what price efficiency? 

DIVERSIFICATION 

AND CAPITAL RAISING

ON THE RISE

A SUPPLEMENT TO INSTITUTIONAL REAL ESTATE AMERICAS, NOVEMBER 2019

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

How to renovate multifamily units

in 24 hours with the tenant in situ

Inside Austin’s 500 West 2
nd St:

where ESG success comes only

through collaboration

Active public support will

determine the future growth 

of opportunity zones

How managers are taking control of their 

data to drive asset and fund performance

A SUPPLEMENT TO INSTITUTIONAL REAL ESTATE AMERICAS, MAY 2019

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

Using family income research 

to find student housing deals

How technology can protect

corporate culture

Affordable housing and the growth

of real estate impact investing 

Nurturing  

the next generation  

of leaders
Nurturing  

 
 leaders

A SUPPLEMENT TO INSTITUTIONAL REAL ESTATE AMERICAS, NOVEMBER 2021

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE 

Looking beyond Class A and CBDs 

for office outperformance  

A new model for future  

residential living  

Quantifying and mitigating 

climate-related risk and resiliency

A SUPPLEMENT TO INSTITUTIONAL REAL ESTATE AMERICAS, MAY 2022

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE 

Getting opportunities in  

outpost economies right 

Insurance companies as a 

source of permanent capital 

Incorporating biophilic  

design principles to improve 

health and well-being

Making DEI  

data collection 

MATTER

NAVIGATING   
 SLOWDOWN

NAVIGATING the coming SLOWDOWN

A SUPPLEMENT TO INSTITUTIONAL REAL ESTATE AMERICAS, NOVEMBER 2022

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE 
Why and how to collect utilities data from tenants 

Using data science to nowcast rents for better decision-making 
The rise of the vertically integrated operators
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ROUNDTABLE

Daily valued real estate funds that 

include private real estate offer greater 

diversification and lower volatility 

than REITs alone, delivering bricks-

and-mortar real estate benefits to 

defined contribution plans. Market 

volatility in 2022, combined with 

private real estate’s strong post-Covid 

performance, resulted in enhanced 

rebalancing needs due to the 

denominator effect. Managers of daily 

valued real estate funds experienced 

rebalancing outflows in 1H 2022 but 

are again seeing positive flows. 

However, investor prioritization may 

be an issue for new cash flows. 

NAREIM spoke with Clarion Partners, 
JPMorgan Asset Management, 
PGIM Real Estate and Principal 
Real Estate Investors to get a real-

time pulse of the DC market, as well as 

to understand DC real estate appetite 

in times of market stress and manager 

considerations surrounding liquidity 

and rebalancing. 

By Zoe Hughes

DC flows into 

REAL ESTATE  
SOLUTIONS

CEO 

Zoe Hughes 

Head of Programming 

Sanyu Kyeyune 

Meeting Director 

IvyLee Rosario 

Editorial Director 

Wanching Leong 

Design Director 

Julie Foster 

For more information about 

NAREIM, contact:  

Zoe Hughes  

zhughes@nareim.org 

917-355-3957 

99 Wall Street #1340 

New York, NY 10005 

Disclaimer 

No statement in this magazine is to  

be construed as or constitutes 

investment, legal, accounting, or tax 

advice, or a recommendation to buy or 

sell securities. While every effort has 

been made to ensure the accuracy of 

the information in this magazine, the 

publisher and contributors accept no 

responsibility for the accuracy of the 

content in this magazine and you 

should not rely upon the information 

provided herein. NAREIM is not liable 

for any loss or damage caused by a 

reader’s reliance on the information 

contained in this magazine and 

readers are advised to do their own 

independent research and to consult 

their own independent investment, 

legal, accounting, and tax advisers 

before making any investment 

decision. Readers should also be 

aware that external contributors may 

represent firms that have a financial 

interest in the companies and/or 

securities mentioned in their 

contributions herein and/or may serve 

as an officer, director, or employee of 

the companies, or an affiliate thereof, 

mentioned in their contributions. 

Neither this publication nor any part of 

it may be reproduced or transmitted 

in any form or by any means, 

electronic or mechanical, including 

photocopying, recording, or by any 

information storage or retrieval 

system, without the prior permission 

of the publisher, NAREIM. 

© 2023 NAREIM. All Rights Reserved.
NAREIM
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Letter from NAREIM 

ROUNDTABLE 
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DC flows into real estate 

solutions 

NAREIM spoke with Clarion 

Partners, JPMorgan Asset 

Management, PGIM Real Estate 

and Principal Real Estate 

Investors to get a real-time 

pulse of the DC market, as 

well as to understand DC real 

estate appetite in times of 

market stress and manager 

considerations surrounding 

liquidity and rebalancing. 

14 
 

Co-investment  

The fourth pillar of 

incentives 

NAREIM spoke with Tim 

Kessler, global COO at  

LaSalle Investment 

Management about why  

the firm is expanding  

co-investment eligibility,  

what it is delivering for the 

firm, and the pros and cons  

of expansion. 

18  

Co-investment  

Expanding the co-investment 

opportunity 

NAREIM spoke with Lucy 

Bertsch, Director, 

Compensation Consulting at 

Ferguson Partners on key co-

investment trends among real 

estate investment management 

firms, including opening up 

the co-investment opportunity, 

loans and downside risks. 

ACQUISITIONS 

22 
Q&A: On the verge 

NAREIM spoke with Joe 

Muratore and Ryan Swehla, 

principals and co-founders of 

Graceada Partners 

30 
Housing the workforce  

Ken Munkacy, Vincent 

DiSalvo, Justin Hoogerheyde 

and Jed Daniel, Kingbird 

Investment Management   

37 
Serving the middle 

Jamil Harkness, Bailard, Inc. 

ASSET MANAGEMENT 

26 
Goodbye parking, 

hello housing  

Clay Grubb, Grubb Properties 

LEADERSHIP 

34 
 

It’s time to power up  

Deborah Smith,  

The CenterCap Group 

SUSTAINABILITY 

42 
Improving seismic  

risk management 

Jason G. Coray,  

Partner Engineering and Science 

DATA STRATEGY 

46 
 

Better asset forecasting 

Damien Georges, RealPage, Inc. 

JEFF BARCLAY FELLOW 

50 
 

What young talents want 

Jackie Siegmund

BECOMING A MEMBER 



Member committees
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NAREIM’s programming is led by NAREIM members. Having a 
small group of members help with this effort is an important 
piece of the NAREIM process and provides those involved with 
unique networking opportunities and a chance to learn directly 
from peers about best practices and innovation.

Join NAREIM’s committees that cover the following functions: 

Executive Committees 

• Board of Directors 
• Compensation 
• Defined Contribution 
• Diversity, Equity & 

Inclusion 
• Membership 

Program Committees 

• Acquisitions 
• Architecture & Engineering 
• Asset Management 
• Capital Raising & IR 
• Data & Information 

Management 
• Executive Officer

• Legal, Compliance & Risk 
• Marketing & 

Communications 
• Portfolio Management 
• Sustainability 
• Talent Management 

Chair: Josh Myerberg 
Managing Director, 
Morgan Stanley  
Real Estate

Vice Chair:  

Kristin Renaudin 

CFO, 
Stockbridge Capital

Treasurer: 

Jeff Newman 

President, 
Karney Properties

Chair Emeritus:  

Ryan Krauch 

Executive Managing, 
Director, Affinius Capital

Bobby Bransfield 

Head of Fund 
Management, Prologis

Reisa Bryan 

Global COO, 
Nuveen Real Estate

Tiffany Gherlone 

Head of Asset 
Management, UBS Realty

Jeff Giller 

Head of Real Estate, 
StepStone Group

Tim Kessler 

Global COO, 
LaSalle Investment 
Management

John Ockerbloom 

Head of US Real Estate, 
Barings Real Estate 
Advisors

Bryan Thornton 

Managing Partner, 
PCCP

NAREIM Board of Directors (October 2022–September 2023) 



Membership types
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NAREIM welcomes real estate investment management 
organizations to join our community.

MEMBER 
Real estate investment managers 

Full access to all NAREIM programming, meetings & networking events, benchmarking 
research, member directory, member surveys/polls and member content.

Contribute to Dialogues magazine, published in association with IREI and distributed to more 
than 8,000 CRE executives. 

Participating members can access the Compensation Survey, Global Management Survey, 
DEI Survey and Defined Contribution Survey. 

Annual dues: Members with more than $1bn AUM: $12,000 
                           Emerging members with less than $1bn AUM: $6,000

UNDERWRITING MEMBER 
Organizations that work with and support real estate investment managers

Invitation to attend and participate in the planning committees for member meetings and virtual 
connections. Intimate, engaged networking with senior leaders across departments within real 
estate investment management firms. Note, NAREIM limits the number of underwriting 
member organizations that can join to ensure a strict ratio of managers to providers.

Contribute to Dialogues magazine, published in association with IREI and distributed to more 
than 8,000 CRE executives. 

Receive the executive summaries of the Compensation Survey, Global Management Survey, DEI 
Survey and Defined Contribution Survey.

Full access to the member directory, meeting takeaways and member-initiated surveys  
and polls.

Annual dues: $25,000
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Named after the late Jeff Barclay, former NAREIM chairman, 
managing director and head of 
Acquisitions at Clarion through the 
year, and the chance to be 

published in the NAREIM Dialogues magazine.  See the Class 
of 2022–23 Fellows below and click here for more details.

WHY NAREIM? 

NAREIM is a unique association in 
the real estate investment 
management industry. 

We provide unrivalled access to 
benchmarking data and best 
practices that helps management 
teams scale and grow their 
organizations. In an environment of 
increasing complexity, diversity of 
product offerings and rising 
expenses, management teams need 
to understand what strategies work 
— and which provide the greatest 
return on investment. 

Through research, best practice 
education and networking, NAREIM 
offers a safe space for managers to 
candidly discuss insights and ideas, 
and to learn from one another what 
it takes to be best in class. 

To join the NAREIM community of 
real estate investment managers, 
please contact: 
Zoe Hughes, CEO 
zhughes@nareim.org 

917.355.3957 

NAREIM 
99 Wall Street #1340 
New York, NY 10005 

www.nareim.org

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

www.nareim.org/boardofdirectors 

EXECUTIVE AND PROGRAM COMMITTEES 

www.nareim.org/committees 

STAFF 

Zoe Hughes 
CEO 

Sanyu Kyeyune 

Head of Programming 

IvyLee Rosario 

Meeting Director 

Alexandria Gonzalez 

Meeting & Member Coordinator

https://www.nareim.org/jeff-barclay-fellows-program
mailto:zhughes@nareim.org
http://www.nareim.org
https://www.nareim.org/boardofdirectors
https://www.nareim.org/committees

